Bosses Setback
Variance
ACTIVITY #:

PL-21-162

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
HEARING DATE:

September 13, 2021 at 6:00 pm

PETITIONER:

Steve Morrison, on behalf of Mark & Brenda Bosses

PETITION:

Request to construct a retaining wall in the setback

LEGAL:

Lot B Caudill Subdivision

LOCATION:

31165 Star Ridge Road

ZONE DISTRICT:

Agriculture / Forestry (A/F)

AREA OF PARCEL:

24.79

PROPOSED SETBACK

Required:

50’

Proposed:

20’

STAFF CONTACT:
ATTACHMENTS:

Tegan Ebbert tebbert@co.routt.co.us
•
•
•
•

Applicant narrative
Site plan
Vicinity map
Site visit photos

History:

The Caudill Subdivision was approved by the County through the Minor Subdivision process in
1987. The existing single family residence with attached garage was constructed in 2001. The
current property owners purchased the lot in March 2021.

Site Description:

The subject property is located in the Rabbit Ears pass area of Routt County. The site is
characterized by steep slopes with dense aspen and pine trees. The parcel is south facing with
views of the south valley floor. The existing residence is located on the east side of the parcel,
adjacent to Star Ridge Road. The majority of the parcel contains slopes that exceed 30% grade.
The property boundary to the east is the center line of the easement for the private Star Ridge
Road that accesses three additional private properties beyond the subject parcel.

Project Description:

The applicant is requesting the ability to construct a 15’ tall retaining wall 20’ from the east
property boundary. The intent of the retaining wall is to prevent erosion from compromising Star
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Ridge Road and washing debris towards the dwelling unit on the subject property. Erosion has
already begun to impact the width of the driveway to the subject property and is making it
difficult to pull a vehicle into the garage.

Setbacks for A/F District
Property Line Setback
East:

Proposed
20’

Required
50’

Variance
30’

Section 3.4.6 – Standards for Grant of Denial of Variances
B. Under no circumstances shall a variance be granted on the sole basis of personal
convenience, profit or special privilege to the applicant.
C. Under no circumstance shall the BOA grant a variance to allow a use not permissible under
the terms of this Resolution in the appropriate Zone District.
D. Variances shall be granted with respect to specific plans or within defined parameters.
Unless otherwise specified by the BOA, a variance may be transferred to successive
owners prior to construction if no changes are made to the approved plan. Variances shall
run with the land after the construction of any authorized structures and only for the life of
such structures.
E. The BOA may condition the granting of a variance on the issuance of a building permit
within a specific time period and may require the applicant to pursue completion of the
construction with due diligence. If such conditions are not satisfied, the variance shall
become null and void.
F. In order to insure that the protection of the public good and the intent and purpose of these
Regulations are preserved, the BOA may impose any other condition upon the granting of
a variance, including those categories of conditions which may be placed upon Land Use
Approvals under Section 3.2.6.

Staff Comments:

Per Section 2 of the Routt County Zoning Regulations, only retaining walls under 4’ in height are
exempt from setbacks.

Applicable Regulations – Routt County Zoning Resolution
3.4.6

The Board may grant such variance if all of the following are found to exist:

3.4.6.A.1 Peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable
hardship will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are
strictly enforced.
Petitioner Comments: The retaining wall will cure two major hardships without any negative
structural or visual effect on our neighbor. First, it will strengthen the embankment between Star
Ridge Road and our driveway. Second, having a near vertical driveway will allow for a wider
driveway, thus making it easier for our vehivles to access our attached garage.
Staff Comments: Staff agrees that peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties will be
imposed if the provisions of the Routt County Zoning Regulations are strictly enforced. It
would be an unreasonable hardship to move the retaining wall to a location 50’ or greater
Routt County Planning Department
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from the property boundary. The existing dwelling unit is 51’ from the east property
boundary and the garage faces the east property line. If the retaining wall were 50’ from the
property boundary it would not be possible to access the garage or a large portion of the
driveway. Additionally, the purpose of the retaining wall is to support the existing Star
Ridge Road located within an easement partially on the subject lot. The erosion concerns
are worsening each year and relocation/rebuilding of the road is not realistic.
3.4.6.A.2 Circumstances creating the hardship were in existence on the effective date of the
regulations from which a variance is requested, or created subsequently through no
fault of the appellant.
Petitioner Comments: When the house was built 20 years ago, perhaps the driveway was wider,
but overtime erosion appears to have narrowed the driveway.
Staff Comments: Staff agree that the circumstances creating the hardship are not the fault
of the applicant. The topography and location of Star Ridge Road are the main factors that
necessitate this project. The existing house is located 51’ from the property boundary,
likely due to the severe slopes that cover the remainder of the parcel. The erosion is slowly
narrowing the driveway to a width that makes entering the garage difficult.
3.4.6.A.3 That the property for which a variance is requested possesses exceptional narrowness,
shallowness, shape or topography or other extraordinary and exceptional situation or
condition which does not occur generally in other property in the same Zone District.
Petitioner Comments: The exceptional narrowness of the driveway mandates a 4 point turn when
pulling into our garage. Other driveways in our neighborhood do not exhibit such narrowness and
hardship with erosion.
Staff Comments: Although the area of this parcel is not exceptionally small for the zone
district, the topography is severely constraining. Staff find that it is likely that the existing
dwelling unit, driveway and Star Ridge Road were constructed in their current locations
due to the slope and limited accessibility of other areas. Ultimately, the slope is creating
problematic erosion that needs to be address in order to maintain the existing
infrastructure.
3.4.6.A.4 That the variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the
adjacent properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood,
nor change the character of the neighborhood.
Petitioner Comments: We do not believe granting this variance will diminish the value, use or
enjoyment of the adjacent property. In fact, it will enhance the integrity and longevity of Star Ridge
Road and our homestead.
Staff Comments: Staff agree that the project will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment
of adjacent properties. The retaining wall will only be visible from the subject property as it
is below Star Ridge Road, facing the back of the dwelling unit on the subject property. Staff
feels that this project could benefit other properties in the area that utilize Star Ridge Road,
as the project would reinforce it and prevent further erosion.
3.4.6.A.5 The variance, if granted, will not be directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this
Resolution or the Routt County Master Plan.
Staff Comments: The Routt County Master plan does directly address variance request
however staff do not believe that this request is contrary to the intent of the master plan.
The proposed project does not increase residential density, it is intended to maintain the
existing development on this parcel.

Routt County Planning Department
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Board of Adjustment Options:
Approve the variance if the above noted tests are met.
Approve conditionally if the above noted tests are met or can be met by the application
of certain conditions, or if certain conditions are necessary to mitigate concerns.
Table for specific reasons; e.g. more information, site review, etc.
Deny the variance if it does not meet the criteria stated above or if the variance would
create a health or safety hazard or would negatively impact public welfare.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approving the variance as requested with conditions of approval,
based on the following findings of fact.
FINDINGS OF FACT that may be appropriate if the Variance is APPROVED:
1. Peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable hardship
will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are strictly
enforced because of the existing location of the dwelling unit, driveway, and Star Ridge
Road.
2. Circumstances creating the hardship were created subsequently through no fault of the
appellant because the present nonconformity was created in the early to mid 1970s.
3. The property for which a variance is requested possesses an extraordinary and exceptional
situation or condition which does not occur generally in other property in the same Zone
District in that the site has a physical constraint limiting the building envelope. This
physical constraint is the small acreage size and the narrowness of the parcel.
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the adjacent
properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood, nor change
the character of the neighborhood because the configuration and size of the structure is
generally in conformity with the adjacent properties and neighborhood.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or the
Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR standards or
RCMP policies.

CONDITIONS that may be appropriate include the following:
1. The building shall comply with all applicable requirements of the Routt County Building
Department.
2. If construction of the building does not commence within 1 year, this variance shall be
subject to another review with full submittal. A 12 month extension may be approved
administratively without notice.
3. This approval is specific to the plans submitted in the application. Any change in footprint,
size, height or site location that increases the level on non-conformance will be subject to a
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new application. Minor variations that do not increase the level of non-conformance can be
approved administratively, without notice.
4. Best Management Practices (BMP’s) shall be utilized during construction to prevent erosion
and drainage flow onto adjacent properties, drainage to the east of the parcel and the
county road right of way.
5. A Grading and Excavation Permit will be required if necessary.
6. All exterior lighting will be downcast and opaquely shielded.
7. Revegetation of disturbed areas shall occur within one growing season with a seed mix
which avoids the use of aggressive grasses. See the Colorado State University Extension
Office for appropriate grass seed mixes.

Routt County Planning Department
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Vicinity map

Subject parcel (property lines are not survey quality) & site with slope overlay, red indicates greater than 30% slope
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Red line indicates approximate project area

Site visit photos
Driveway and garage, facing north
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Facing east standing at garage, Star Ridge Road beyond vegetation above hillside

Eroding wall with test pits dug to prepare for project, facing east
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Driveway, facing south

Steep site conditions facing west
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